week of

draft beer

Here at Ward 6, we think local first. So it is that all of our beer is from Minnesota, except Hamm’s, which
used to be made right next door but is now made by Miller in Milwaukee, and occasionally one seasonal
“import,” a beer (sometimes) from somewhere other than the land of 10,000 lakes.
We believe that our beer list oﬀers many opportunities for experimenting, for trying new things, for
expanding one’s horizons. Our servers and bartenders are well-versed in the various beers we have to
oﬀer: please make use of their expertise. We happily provide samples if you’re unsure. You may also
consider ordering a glass of beer (a half-pint) so you can try several diﬀerent oﬀerings!
All pints are 6 bucks, except Hamm’s (which is 3). High alcohol / limited release beers may come in 10 oz. portion.
All “glasses” (half pints) of beer are 4 bucks (except Hamm’s which is 2).
Light and Refreshing
Hamm’s

Milwaukee WI 4.7% A classic taste, and a big part of this building’s history.

Tin Whiskers Wheatstone

Ward 2

5.4% A wheat beer brewed with honey and chamomile.

Bent Nordic Blonde

Roseville

5.7% A blonde amber. Confused? Just try it.

Flat Earth Belgian Pale

Ward 7

5.2% Perfectly balanced between Belgian complexity and St. Paul cool.

Summit EPA

Ward 2

5.0% The beer that started it all for craft brewing in MN, 30 years ago.

Schell’s Dunkel

New Ulm

5.3% A traditional malty dunkel with flash-frozen hops.

Medium

Hoppy
Steel Toe Size 7

St. Louis Park 7.0% A West Coast IPA, golden color, hints of fruit, bitter but drinkable.

Pryes Miraculum

Minneapolis

6.4% Plenty of hops with a creamy smooth feel, it’s a sure winner.

Modist False Pattern

Minneapolis

5.5% A hazy, juicy, “New England”-style pale ale.

Insight Splendid Moose

Minneapolis

7.0% Another “New England” -style IPA; hazy, juicy, moosey goodness.

Bent Giga Lupin

Roseville

10%

Barrel Theory Java Oats

Ward 2

6.0% A coﬀee stout made with St. Paul coﬀee and Lowertown love.

Steel Toe Dissent

St. Louis Park 7.0% This stout-like beer is dark and sexy and perfect all year round.

Pryes Dublin Dry Stout

Minneapolis

A triple IPA, malt sweetness, hop goodness, drink with care but enjoy.

Brown to Black

4.5% On nitro, it’s roasty, dry, clean, better than more famous Irish stouts.

Sours & Ciders
Sociable Cider Freewheeler Minneapolis

6.4% Tart, dry, traditional type cider.

Indeed Strawberry Fields

Minneapolis

5.7% A kettle sour w/ strawberries, Strawberry Fields forever, or till it’s gone.

Bauhaus Über Düber

Minneapolis

8.0% An imperial sparkling ale, unusual and mouth-tingling.

Able Concentric Circles

Minneapolis

4.8% An ale made with rye malted in-house by Able, malty w/spicy rye notes.

Modist Ritual Night

Minneapolis

6.3% Mexican dark chocolate stout, with chile pepper heat and cinnamon.

Utepils Moment

Minneapolis

5.1% A Czech dark lager, dark, smooth, velvety, savor the moment!

Seasonal

Bottles
Michelob Golden Light
Kaliber N/A
Sociable Ciderworks Fat Bike
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